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Introduction 

This work puts the act of listening at its core. The performers play a very small repertoire of sounds that are varied in a small number of ways. A few simple questions form the 
basis of a system of interaction, a way to navigate through the sounds, draw connections between them and ultimately read the sounds like a score. These questions ideally 
inspire active listening and subjective responses according to each performer’s perception of their own sound, the sound of the other performer and the relationship between 
them. The performers’ perception and responses, mediated by the system of interaction, creates the music in real time.  
 
What follows is a detailed description of the learning process required to play between. There are three chapters: one each for the flute and violin sounds and one describing 
the system for interaction. Each sound in the piece is described and illustrated with exercises. I admit that I may have been over zealous in providing so much written 
material. I aimed to build up the piece from scratch and to provide as many opportunities as I could to allow for an understanding of my intentions. I also aimed to illustrate 
the way that similar actions produce very different results, depending on the point of departure. Consequently, some exercises are repeated word for word to demonstrate 
these different outcomes.  
 
The sounds and system of interaction must be memorised. 
 
I suspect that a great deal of time may be required to become familiar with the sounds of this work and the ways in which they interact. The players are required to assume a 
sonic and behavioural identity, and not only merely reproduce this identity but to act within it. After all, between is somewhat unpredictable in the details of its realisation.  
 
This is the first work in a series of pieces, collectively known as process. 
 

Acknowledgements  
I would like to thank the following people for their invaluable comments and suggestions: Michael Baldwin, James Bean, Jed Blackhouse, Louis D’Heudieres, Ewa Kozlowski, 
Elo Masing, Max Murray, Harry Sdraulig and Matthew Shlomowitz. I would also like to thank Marie Schreer, Eliza Sdraulig and Helen Whitaker for their time and expertise 
in workshopping some of the sounds and ideas contained within this piece. Above all, I would like to give a very special thanks to Richard Craig, Karin Hellqvist and Robert 
Dahm. This piece would have been inconceivable without their advice, time, support and encouragement.    

For sound is grammar. To Richard, Karin and Rob. 
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Chapter One – Flute sounds  
1.1 General comments 

All the keys must always be depressed, so that if the flute were played conventionally a B natural just below middle C would sound. This fingering never changes. 

Optionally, you may change the tuning of the flute by pulling out the head joint a little before the piece begins. However, the tuning should not be changed in this manner 
during the performance. 

This piece will often call for the lowest possible breath pressure. The following breathing exercise may prove useful: 

 Blow air out of your mouth 
 Halve the amount of air you blow 
 Continuing halving the amount of air you blow until you can halve no longer 
 This is the lowest possible breath pressure 

There are three defined sounds for the flute part in this piece, plus one other sound that occurs in exceptional circumstances that will be described later. 

These three sounds are: 

 A breath sound  
 A mouth whistle (that is a whistle made only using your mouth, the flute often being used for resonance) 
 An instrument whistle/sound (encompassing both a conventional ‘whistle tone’ as well as the conventional sound of a low B natural on the flute)  

Note that these divisions are somewhat arbitrarily defined. At times the line between any two of these sounds may be very blurry indeed. Furthermore, each sound contains 
within it a multiplicity of sounds. However, for our purposes these divisions are useful. Note that these sounds all occur on breaths out. All breaths out should be as            
long as possible, indeed the latter portions of a breath out should have a slightly desperate sonic character. Breaths in should be very quick and as soft as possible.    

Within each of these three sounds, three variables will be explored: 

 Breath pressure 
 Rotation of the instrument in relation to the mouth 
 Mouth shape (a conventional embouchure is only used at times in the instrument whistle/sound) 

These variables will undergo change at a glacial pace. The exact speed of this change will be described later. 

The following sections will describe the particulars of these sounds and their variables. 
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1.2 A breath sound 

Start with a relaxed open mouth shape, similar to a voiceless very breathy ‘ha’. However, blow air without any consonant or vowel colouring the sound. Your tongue should 
be relaxed and not used in any conscious way. Your teeth should be close together.  

This sound is varied in the following three ways: 

 Breath pressure: 
The breath pressure of this sound may range from the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure. 
Some breath pressure exercises:  

 Gradually increase the breath pressure from the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure over the course of two breaths 
out that are as long as possible.  

 Gradually decrease the breath pressure from the maximum possible breath pressure to the lowest possible breath pressure over the course of two breaths 
out that are as long as possible. 

 Rotation: 
The rotation of the instrument in relation to the mouth may range from a completely open position, where the embouchure hole is facing away from the mouth and 
the air stream does not activate the resonance of the instrument in any way 

 
to a normal playing position, achieved by gradually rotating the embouchure hole towards the mouth 

 
to a completely covered/closed position where the entire air stream is directed into the instrument 

 
Some rotation exercises:  

 At a fixed breath pressure, at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, gradually rotate the 
instrument from a completely open position to a completed covered/closed position over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

 At a fixed breath pressure, at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, gradually rotate the 
instrument from a completely covered/closed position to a completed open position over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

Notice that rotation will introduce the resonance of the instrument to the sound.  
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 Mouth Shape: 
The mouth shape may range from a relaxed open one (stated above), similar to a voiceless very breathy ‘ha’ , to tight pursed lips .  
Always blow air without any consonant or vowel colouring the breath sound. 
The tongue is relaxed and not used in any conscious way.  
Your teeth should be close together. 
Some mouth shape exercises:  

 In a normal playing position, at a fixed breath pressure at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath 
pressure, gradually change mouth shape from to over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

 In a normal playing position, at a fixed breath pressure at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath 
pressure, gradually change mouth shape from to  over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

Notice that if the mouth shape is one where the lips are in a tight pursed position and breath pressure is high, then an instrument whistle may be produced 
depending on the rotation of the instrument. 
 

The following page is a notated exercise exploring the breath sound and the three variables detailed above.  

An explanation of the notation: 

 M followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in mouth shape. At the very beginning of the notated exercise, you may start at either  or . By the end 
of the notated exercise you should have reached the opposite extreme.  

 R followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in rotation. At the very beginning of the notated exercise, you may start at either 

 or . By the end of the notated exercise you should have reached the opposite extreme.  
 A comma indicates a breath in that is very quick and as soft as possible. 
 A downwards angled bracket is a breath out. All breaths out should be as long as possible, indeed the latter portions of a breath out should have a slightly desperate 

sonic character. 
 The notated exercise begins at the lowest possible breath pressure, depicted by a very light thin hand drawn line, and ends at close to the maximum possible 

breath pressure, depicted by a very dark thick bulge. 
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1.3 A mouth whistle 

Start with a relaxed open mouth shape . The tip of your tongue should almost touch the roof of your mouth. Your teeth should be close together. Whistle whatever pitch is 
most comfortable given the position of your lips. The mouth whistle should be extremely breathy (allow excess air to ‘hiss’ out), unstable and fragile. Allow the mouth 
whistle to waver and tremble.  

This sound is varied in the following three ways: 

 Breath pressure: 
The breath pressure of this sound may range from the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure. The whistle itself should not 
change volume (it is permissible to make adjustments to the position of the tongue in order achieve this), rather the breathiness of the overall sound should increase 
or decrease as appropriate.  
Notice that at high breath pressures the sound may closely resemble a high breath pressure breath sound. 
Some breath pressure exercises:  

 Gradually increase the breath pressure from the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure over the course of two breaths 
out that are as long as possible.  

 Gradually decrease the breath pressure from the maximum possible breath pressure to the lowest possible breath pressure over the course of two breaths 
out that are as long as possible. 

 Rotation: 
As before, the rotation of the instrument in relation to the mouth may range from a completely open position 

 
to a normal playing position 

  
to a completely covered/closed position 

 
Some rotation exercises:  

 At a fixed breath pressure, at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, gradually rotate the 
instrument from a completely open position to a completed covered/closed position over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

 At a fixed breath pressure, at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, gradually rotate the 
instrument from a completely covered/closed position to a completed open position over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

Notice that rotation will introduce the resonance of the instrument to the sound.  
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 Mouth Shape: 
The mouth shape may range from a ‘smile’, as if saying ‘eee’  , to tight pursed lips . Transition between these extremes via a relaxed open mouth shape  .   
Notice that a change in the position of the lips results in a change of pitch of the mouth whistle. 
Your teeth should be close together. 
Some mouth shape exercises:  

 In a normal playing position, at a breath pressure at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, 
gradually change mouth shape from  to over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

 In a normal playing position, at a breath pressure at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, 
gradually change mouth shape from to  over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

Notice that if the mouth shape is one where the lips are in a tight pursed position and breath pressure is high then an instrument whistle may be produced, 
depending on the rotation of the instrument. 

The following page is a notated exercise exploring the mouth whistle sound and the three variables detailed above.  

The explanations for interpreting the notation remain as before but with one exception: 

 M followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in mouth shape. At the very beginning of the notated exercise, you may start at either  (i.e. a ‘smile’)  
or . By the end of the notated exercise you should have reached the opposite extreme.  
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1.4 An instrument whistle/sound 

Start with the mouth shape required to play a whistle tone (also described here as an instrument whistle).  

This sound is varied in the following three ways: 

 Breath pressure: 
The breath pressure of this sound may range from the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure. The pitch of the whistle tone will 
rise as the breath pressure increases. 
Notice that at high breath pressures the whistle tone sound may collapse and may closely resemble a high breath pressure breath sound. 
Some breath pressure exercises:  

 Gradually increase the breath pressure from the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure over the course of two breaths 
out that are as long as possible.  

 Gradually decrease the breath pressure from the maximum possible breath pressure to the lowest possible breath pressure over the course of two breaths 
out that are as long as possible. 

 Rotation: 
As before, the rotation of the instrument in relation to the mouth may range from a completely open position 

 
to a normal playing position 

  
to a completely covered/closed position 

 
Some rotation exercises:  

 At a fixed breath pressure, at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, gradually rotate the 
instrument from a normal playing position to a completed covered/closed position over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

 At a fixed breath pressure, at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, gradually rotate the 
instrument from a normal playing position to a completed open position over the course of two breaths out that are as long as possible. 

Notice that at the extremes of a rotation it will no longer be possible to maintain a whistle tone. Also notice that microtonal variation of the fundamental pitch will 
occur as a result of rotation. 
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 Mouth Shape: 
The mouth shape may range from one required for a whistle tone (that is an instrument whistle) to the mouth shape required to produce a conventional tone (that 
is an instrument sound) on the flute, in this case a B natural. 
Notice that when trying to produce a whistle tone and a conventional tone at the same time there is a great deal of resistance between the two sounds. Rarely, if ever, 
will both a whistle tone and a conventional tone actually sound at the same time. The unstable quality that trying to produce both of these sounds engenders is the 
goal.  
When transitioning between a whistle tone and a conventional tone what changes is the likelihood or risk that one or the other will sound. So if starting with a 
whistle tone, the likelihood of a conventional tone being produced should gradually increase until a conventional tone is all that sounds.   
Some mouth shape exercises:  

 In a normal playing position, at a breath pressure at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, 
gradually change mouth shape from a whistle tone mouth shape to a conventional tone mouth shape over the course of two breaths out that are as long as 
possible. 

 In a normal playing position, at a breath pressure at or anywhere between the lowest possible breath pressure to the maximum possible breath pressure, 
gradually change mouth shape from a conventional tone mouth shape to a whistle tone mouth shape over the course of two breaths out that are as long as 
possible. 

The following page is a notated exercise exploring the instrument whistle/sound and the three variables detailed above.  

The explanations for interpreting the notation remain as before but with the following exceptions: 

 M followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in mouth shape. At the very beginning of the notated exercise, you may start at either a whistle tone mouth 
shape or a conventional tone mouth shape. By the end of the notated exercise you should have reached the opposite extreme.  

 R followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in rotation. At the very beginning of the notated exercise, you should start at  and by the end of 

the notated exercise you should reach   or .  
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1.5 The exception 

Once in this piece, under exceptional circumstances described later, certain sounds are played.  

On breaths in, the top lip should hover over the embouchure hole and lip plate, almost touching the instrument. Draw air in against the edge of the lip plate and produce a 
whistle sound, an ‘internal/inward whistle’. Notice that the faster you draw in air the higher the pitch that results. A continuous glissando should be possible.  

At first practice this sound without the instrument. Whistle normally with a very wide mouth shape and produce a low pitch. Then inhale with the same embouchure – this 
should produce a similar pitch. Once you are able to stably whistle inward away from the flute, bring the flute into the position indicated above.    

On breaths out, completely cover the embouchure hole and lip plate . Constrict the back of the throat, as if putting on a ‘squeaky voice’, and produce a strained 
whistle sound.  

Practice these sounds (the exception exercise) alone and with the violinist. Note that you should:  

 Tune the pitch of the ‘internal whistle’ to the ‘constricted back of the throat whistle’.   
 Both breaths in and out should be as long as possible, though breaths in will necessarily be shorter.  
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Chapter Two – Violin sounds  
2.1 General comments 

Only the G string (IV) is used.  

Optionally, before the piece begins the tuning of G string may be changed a little. However, the tuning should not be changed in this manner during the performance. 

The left hand is never used on the fingerboard. Use the left hand to grip the body of the violin. 

When bowing, always start at the tip of the bow (that is with an up bow). Always use the whole bow, until just before the frog, then quickly retake and begin a new bow at the 
tip once more.    

There are three defined sounds for the violin part in this piece, plus one other sound that occurs in exceptional circumstances that will be described later. 

These three sounds are described in relation to bow height/pressure: 

• A bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm  
• The bow lightly on the string  
• A high bow pressure  

Note that these divisions are somewhat arbitrarily defined. At times the line between any two of these sounds maybe very blurry indeed. Furthermore, each sound contains 
within it a multiplicity of sounds. However, for our purposes these divisions are useful.    

Within each of these three sounds, three variables will be explored: 

• Bow height/pressure 
• Bow rotation  
• Bow position 

These variables will undergo change at a glacial pace. The exact speed of this change will be described later. 

The bow speed is similarly nearly always very slow. The exact bow speed for each sound will be described later.  

The following sections will describe the particulars of these sounds and their variables. 
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2.2 A bow height of between 0.5 and 5mm 

Hold the bow between 1 and 2 mm above the G string. Allow the natural nervous twitch of your muscles to make accidental contact with the string. The quality of physical 
contact should be similar to holding your thumb and index finger as close together as possible without intentionally touching. 

To obtain the bow speed for this sound: 

• Place the tip of the bow lightly on the string (see 2.3 The bow lightly on the string for a definition)  
• Begin bowing at the slowest possible bow speed  
• Increase the bow speed extremely gradually 
• Stop increasing the bow speed when the sound is almost continuous, though still grainy and fragile 
• Increase the bow height to between 0.5 and 5mm whilst maintaining the previous bow speed 
• This is the bow speed for a bow height of between 0.5 and 5mm  

This sound is varied in the following three ways: 

• Bow height/pressure: 
The bow height of this sound may range from the 0.5 to 5 mm. 
Some bow height/pressure exercises:  

 Gradually raise the bow height from 0.5 to 5 mm over the course of two whole bows.  
 Gradually lower the bow height from 5 to 0.5 mm over the course of two whole bows.  

Notice that the lower the bow height, the higher the risk of producing a sound. Also notice that the when bowing at or close to the tip of the bow there is a higher 
risk of producing a sound than when bowing close to the frog. Furthermore, note that if you were to decrease the bow height to below 0.5mm you would place the 
bow lightly on the string. 

• Bow rotation: 
The rotation of the bow in relation to the string may range from all the bow hair flat on the string, to a few bow hairs (angle the bow), to both wood and bow hair 
and finally to wood alone.  
Transitions between these states should occur as smoothly and as gradually as possible, if necessary you may adjust your bow hold in order to achieve this.  
Some rotation exercises:  

 At a fixed bow height anywhere between 0.5 and 5 mm, gradually rotate the bow from a flat position to a wood only position over the course of two whole 
bows. 

 At a fixed bow height anywhere between 0.5 and 5 mm, gradually rotate the bow from a wood only position to a flat position over the course of two whole 
bows. 
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• Bow position: 
The bow position may range from on the bridge to a few millimetres before the nut.  
Some bow position exercises:  

 At a fixed bow height anywhere between 0.5 and 5 mm, gradually change the bow position from on the bridge to just before the nut over the course of two 
whole bows. 

 At a fixed bow height anywhere between 0.5 and 5 mm, gradually change the bow position from just before the nut to on the bridge over the course of two 
whole bows. 

The following page is a notated exercise exploring a bow height of between 0.5 and 5mm and the three variables detailed above.  

An explanation of the notation: 

• R followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in bow rotation. At the very beginning of the notated exercise, you may start at either a flat position or a 
wood only position. By the end of the notated exercise you should have reached the opposite extreme.  

• Bow position is indicated with four horizontal lines representing, from the top: the bridge (b), the fingerboard (fb, the end of the fingerboard closest to the bridge), 
the middle of the fingerboard (mfb) and the nut (n).  

• A bracket equals one whole bow at the specified bow speed for this sound.  
• The very light hand drawn line represents a bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm. Start at a bow height of between 1 and 2 mm. A lighter line indicates that the 

bow height should be closer to 5 mm. A darker line indicates that the bow height should be closer to 0.5 mm   
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2.3 The bow lightly on the string  

Place the bow lightly on the G string. Do not exert any downwards pressure on the string.  

To obtain the bow speed for this sound: 

• Place the tip of the bow lightly on the string  
• Begin bowing at the slowest possible bow speed  
• Increase the bow speed extremely gradually 
• Stop increasing the bow speed when the sound is almost continuous, though still grainy and fragile 
• This is the bow speed for the bow lightly on the string sound 

This sound is varied in the following three ways: 

• Bow height/pressure: 
The bow pressure of this sound may range from the bow lightly on the string to a high bow pressure (see 2.4 A high bow pressure for a definition). 
Some bow height/pressure exercises:  

 Gradually increase the bow pressure from the bow lightly on the string to a high bow pressure over the course of two whole bows.  
 Gradually decrease the bow pressure from a high bow pressure to the bow lightly on the string over the course of two whole bows.  

Notice that the point at which the bow lightly on the string sound turns in to a high bow pressure sound, and vice versa, is ambiguous. Also note that if you were to 
decrease the bow pressure when playing with the bow lightly on the string you would gradually raise the bow to a height of 0.5mm.  

• Bow rotation: 
As before, the rotation of the bow in relation to the string may range from all the bow hair flat on the string, to a few bow hairs (angle the bow), to both wood and 
bow hair and finally to wood alone.  
Transitions between these states should occur as smoothly and as gradually as possible, if necessary you may adjust your bow hold in order to achieve this.  
As the bow pressure approaches a high bow pressure, restrict the rotation of the bow and only use as much of the wood as you feel comfortable with to avoid 
damaging the bow.  
Some rotation exercises:  

 At a fixed bow pressure at or anywhere between the bow lightly on the string and a high bow pressure, gradually rotate the bow from a flat position to a 
wood only position (or as much wood as appropriate) over the course of two whole bows. 

 At a fixed bow pressure at or anywhere between the bow lightly on the string and a high bow pressure, gradually rotate the bow from a wood only 
position (or as much wood as appropriate) to a flat position over the course of two whole bows. 
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• Bow position: 
The bow position may range from on the bridge to a few millimetres before the nut.  
Some bow position exercises:  

 At a fixed bow pressure at or anywhere between the bow lightly on the string and a high bow pressure, gradually change the bow position from on the 
bridge to just before the nut over the course of two whole bows. 

 At a fixed bow pressure at or anywhere between the bow lightly on the string and a high bow pressure, gradually change the bow position from just 
before the nut to on the bridge over the course of two whole bows. 

The following page is a notated exercise exploring the bow lightly on the string sound and the three variables detailed above.  

The explanations for interpreting the notation remain as before but with the following exceptions: 

• R followed by an arrow indicates a very gradual change in bow rotation. You may start at either a flat position or a wood only position (or as much wood as 
appropriate). By the end of the notated exercise you should have reached the opposite extreme.  

• The hand drawn line represents bow pressure. Start with the bow lightly on the string. A darker line indicates that the bow pressure should be closer to a high bow 
pressure sound. 
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2.4 A high bow pressure 

Place the bow near but not too close to the nut. Use a very slow bow speed similar to that required for the bow lightly on the string sound. Exert a great deal of downwards 
pressure on the string, enough pressure so that the bow will stop the string, producing a pitch other than an open G and acting therefore like a proxy ‘left hand’. There should 
be a great deal of resistance when bowing at such a slow speed with a high bow pressure, so that in practice a series of short faster stabs will naturally occur rather than a 
continuous sound all the time. Note that a high bow pressure is not the highest possible bow pressure, only use as much pressure as necessary to fulfil the conditions above. 

This sound is varied in the following three ways: 

• Bow height/pressure: 
The bow pressure of this sound may range from a high bow pressure to the bow lightly on the string 
Some bow height/pressure exercises:  

 Gradually increase the bow pressure from the bow lightly on the string to a high bow pressure over the course of two whole bows.  
 Gradually decrease the bow pressure from a high bow pressure to the bow lightly on the string over the course of two whole bows.  

Notice that the point at which the a high bow pressure sound turns in to a bow lightly on the string sound, and vice versa, is ambiguous.  
• Bow rotation: 

As before, the rotation of the bow in relation to the string may range from all the bow hair flat on the string, to a few bow hairs (angle the bow), to both wood and 
bow hair, and finally to wood alone.  
Transitions between these states should occur as smoothly and as gradually as possible, if necessary you may adjust your bow hold in order to achieve this.  
At a high bow pressure, restrict the rotation of the bow and only use as much of the wood as you feel comfortable with to avoid damaging the bow. Consequently, 
there may not necessarily be a wood only sound.   
Some rotation exercises:  

 At a fixed bow pressure at or near a high bow pressure, gradually rotate the bow from a flat position to a wood only position (or as much wood as 
appropriate) over the course of two whole bows. 

 At a fixed bow pressure at or near a high bow pressure, gradually rotate the bow from a wood only position (or as much wood as appropriate) to a flat 
position over the course of two whole bows. 

• Bow position: 
The bow position may range from on the bridge to a few millimetres before the nut. At a high bow pressure this will affect pitch as well as timbre. 
Some bow position exercises:  

 At a fixed bow pressure at or near a high bow pressure, gradually change the bow position from on the bridge to just before the nut over the course of two 
whole bows. 

 At a fixed bow pressure at or near a high bow pressure, gradually change the bow position from just before the nut to on the bridge over the course of two 
whole bows. 
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The following page is a notated exercise exploring the high bow pressure sound and the three variables detailed above.  

The explanations for interpreting the notation remain as before but with the following exception: 

• The hand drawn line represents bow pressure. Start with a high bow pressure. A lighter line indicates that the bow pressure should move closer to the bow lightly 
on the string sound. 
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2.5 The exception 

Once in this piece, under exceptional circumstances described later, certain sounds are played.  

Listen to the flautist. On breaths in, the flautist will draw air in against the edge of the lip plate to produce a whistle sound, an ‘internal whistle’. Notice that the faster the 
flautist draws in air the higher the pitch that results.  

On the flautist’s breaths in, from whatever bow position you happen to be in, draw the bow extremely slowly towards the nearest end of the string, the bridge or the nut, 
whatever is closest. There should be no horizontal (sideways) movement of the bow at all.   

On breaths out, the flautist will constrict the back of their throat, as if putting on a ‘squeaky voice’, and produce a strained whistle sound.  

On the flautist’s breaths out, continue drawing the bow towards the nearest end of the string but add the slightest, smallest hint of horizontal down bow movement. 

Bow rotation is fixed to the bow hair flat on the string position throughout the exception.  

Bow pressure should be between the bow lightly on the string and a high bow pressure. 

Practice these sounds (the exception exercise) alone and with the flautist.  
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Chapter Three – Interaction  
3.1 General comments 

This chapter will describe, step by step, the system for interaction in this piece. 

Both players must be intimately familiar with each other’s sounds and the ways these sounds are varied. Play each other the exercises and notated exercises. 

3.2 Pairing sounds     

Each sound from one instrument is paired with a sound from the other instrument: 

Flute        Violin 

A breath sound    is paired with   a bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm  

A mouth whistle    is paired with  the bow lightly on the string 

An instrument whistle/sound   is paired with  a high bow pressure 

As an exercise, improvise using these sounds, listen to the sound of the other player and ask yourself ‘what sound is it?’ Answer and respond with the appropriate paired 
sound. Always answer according to your aural perception.  

3.3 Pairing variables 

Each variable from one instrument is paired with a variable from the other instrument: 

Flute        Violin 

Breath pressure    is paired with   bow height/pressure  

Rotation    is paired with  bow rotation 

Mouth shape     is paired with  bow position 

As an exercise, improvise in a similar manner to the exercise of 3.2 Pairing sounds. In addition, freely change one variable of each sound at a time. First, listening to the 
sound of the other player and ask yourself ‘what sound is it?’ Answer and respond with the appropriate paired sound. Second, whilst still listening to the sound of the other 
player, immediately ask ‘what is being varied?’ Answer and respond by changing the appropriate variable. Always answer according to your aural perception. 
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3.4 Rate of change 

As stated earlier, each variable should undergo change at a glacial pace. More specifically, any change within a given sound’s variable from one extreme to another should 
occur over the equivalent of two breath lengths or two bow lengths. The exercises in chapters one and two provide examples of this in practice. 

3.5 Pairing variables with questions: breath pressure and bow height/pressure  

Within each variable pairing there will be one further question to ask. For the breath pressure and bow height/pressure pairing ask ‘is the sound more continuous than 
mine?’ It will be necessary to aurally assess your own sound, the sound of the other player and the relationship between them.  

The reposes to this question for the flute are as follows: 

yes → rotate 

no → decrease breath pressure 

At first, rotate towards a completely covered/closed position. After reaching that extreme, rotate towards a completely open position. After reaching that extreme, rotate 
towards a completely covered/closed position and so on.  

Decrease the breath pressure until you reach the lowest possible breath pressure. At that point, if a continued negative response is appropriate for the question ‘is the sound 
more continuous than mine?’ maintain the lowest possible breath pressure.  

The reposes to this question for the violin are as follows: 

yes → change bow position 

no →raise bow height/decrease bow pressure 

At first, move the bow towards a bow position just before the nut. After reaching that extreme, move the bow towards a bow position on the bridge. After reaching that 
extreme, move the bow towards a bow position just before the nut and so on.  

Decrease the bow pressure and raise the bow height until it is 5mm above the string. At that point, if a continued negative response is appropriate for the question ‘is the 
sound more continuous than mine?’ maintain a bow height of 5mm above the string.  

As an exercise, using any of the paired sounds as a starting point, practice this ‘is the sound more continuous than mine?’ module in isolation. Note that some of the 
responses do not originate from the variable pairing of breath pressure and bow height/pressure. These will play an important role later. However, for now continue to ask 
‘is the sound more continuous than mine?’ and recognise that changes in instrument rotation and bow position are foreign elements. 
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3.6 Pairing variables with questions: instrument rotation and bow rotation  

For the instrument rotation and bow rotation pairing ask ‘is the sound louder than mine?’ It will be necessary to aurally assess your own sound, the sound of the other player 
and the relationship between them.  

The reposes to this question for the flute are as follows: 

yes → change mouth shape 

no → rotate 

When playing a breath sound, at first change the mouth shape towards a tight pursed lips shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a  shape. 
After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a shape and so on.  

When playing a mouth whistle sound, at first change the mouth shape towards a tight pursed lips shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a
 shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a shape and so on. 

When playing an instrument whistle/sound, at first change the mouth shape towards a whistle tone shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a 
conventional tone shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a whistle tone shape and so on. 

At first, rotate towards a completely covered/closed position. After reaching that extreme, rotate towards a completely open position. After reaching that extreme, rotate 
towards a completely covered/closed position and so on.  

 The reposes to this question for the violin are as follows: 

yes →lower bow height/increase bow pressure  

no → rotate bow 

Lower the bow height and increase the bow pressure until you reach a high bow pressure. At that point, if a continued positive response is appropriate for the question ‘is 
the sound louder than mine?’ only increase the bow pressure as far as it is safe to do so without damaging the instrument and bow. At that point, maintain that bow pressure. 

At first, rotate the bow towards a wood only position. After reaching that extreme, rotate the bow towards a flat position. After reaching that extreme, rotate the bow towards 
a wood only position and so on. When playing with a high bow pressure only rotate the bow as far as it is safe to do so without damaging the instrument and bow. 

As an exercise, using any of the paired sounds as a starting point, practice this ‘is the sound louder than mine?’ module in isolation. Note that some of the responses do not 
originate from the variable pairing of instrument rotation and bow rotation. These will play an important role later. However, for now continue to ask ‘is the sound more 
continuous than mine?’ and recognise that changes in mouth shape and bow height/pressure are foreign elements. 
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3.7 Pairing variables with questions: mouth shape and bow position  

For the mouth shape and bow position pairing ask ‘is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?’ It will be necessary to aurally assess your own sound, the 
sound of the other player and the relationship between them. Remember not to focus on changes in pitch or intensity but rather on changes in the quality of the sound.  

The reposes to this question for the flute are as follows: 

yes → change mouth shape 

no → increase breath pressure 

When playing a breath sound, at first change the mouth shape towards a tight pursed lips shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a  shape. 
After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a shape and so on.  

When playing a mouth whistle sound, at first change the mouth shape towards a tight pursed lips shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a
 shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a shape and so on. 

When playing an instrument whistle/sound, at first change the mouth shape towards a whistle tone shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a 
conventional tone shape. After reaching that extreme, change the mouth shape towards a whistle tone shape and so on. 

Increase the breath pressure until you reach the maximum possible breath pressure. At that point, if a continued negative response is appropriate for the question ‘is the 
timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?’ maintain the maximum possible breath pressure.  

 The reposes to this question for the violin are as follows: 

yes → rotate bow 

no → change bow position 

At first, rotate the bow towards a wood only position. After reaching that extreme, rotate the bow towards a flat position. After reaching that extreme, rotate the bow towards 
a wood only position and so on. When playing with a high bow pressure only rotate the bow as far as it is safe to do so without damaging the instrument and bow. 

At first, move the bow towards a bow position just before the nut. After reaching that extreme, move the bow towards a bow position on the bridge. After reaching that 
extreme, move the bow towards a bow position just before the nut and so on.  

As an exercise, using any of the paired sounds as a starting point, practice this ‘is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?’ module in isolation. Note that 
some of the responses do not originate from the variable pairing of instrument mouth shape and bow position. These will play an important role later. However, for now 
continue to ask ‘is the sound more continuous than mine?’ and recognise that changes in breath pressure and bow rotation are foreign elements. 
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3.8 A system for interaction  

In summary, there are three tiers of questions: 

1. What sound is it? 
2. What is being varied? 
3. A variable specific question. 

All three tiers of questions need to be asked as simultaneously as possible and as often as possible. The experience of playing this piece should be one of “a constant 
questioning, and a constant listening.” ‘What sound is it?’ takes precedence over ‘what is being varied?’, which in turn takes precedence over the appropriate variable specific 
question. Consequently, if the other player changes sound you will need to switch to the appropriate paired sound and then ask ‘what is being varied?’ as well as determining 
the appropriate variable specific question. If there is no change of sound but a change in variable, switch to the appropriate variable specific question.  

If you are unsure what your response should be to a question, continue to play as before and listen until you are able to make a decision. Due to the ambiguity and potential 
inaudibility of some sounds, moments of indecision will occur in this piece. However, recognise that it is ultimately necessary to make a decision as best as you can and live 
with the consequences. All responses will necessarily be subjective according to your perception of your own sound, the sound of the other player and the relationship 
between them. Misunderstandings and ‘mistakes’ will occur, though if each and every response to a question is undertaken in an informed, thoughtful and critical manner it 
is not possible to perceive incorrectly.  

If the other player is inaudible according to your perception, transition immediately to a breath sound or a bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm, unless you are in the 
process of agreeing to abandon the piece (see 3.10 How to start and end the piece). 

Transition between sounds promptly but smoothly and organically.   

It will quickly become apparent that a certain amount of negotiation will be required when transitioning between sounds. If it so happens that the other player is unresponsive 
to a change or misinterprets a change according to your perception, either adjust or continue playing as before until the other player adjusts. In general however, adopt a 
conciliatory approach.  

Note that a response to any of the variable specific questions should always be carried out at the specified glacial rate of change (see 3.4 Rate of change). 

There is a linear, if cyclic, element in this modular system for interaction. When swapping back to a variable that you incrementally changed in the past, pick up where you 
left off last time and resume your journey towards the appropriate extreme of that variable. Note that you should only ever change one variable at a time. So for example, 
always maintain the previous position or shape you reached previously, as you change pressure etc. As a consequence of ‘storing’ previous incremental change in a variable, 
some seemingly ineffectual changes in the past could accumulate and transform a sound into a new one altogether. Recall the notated exercises.  

However, if you are not organically leading or precipitating a transition to another sound yourself but are reacting to a change in sound from the other player, you will need to 
smoothly and promptly change a number of variables to achieve the appropriate paired sound.  
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The variable requirements for each sound from the flute, if not leading a transition, are as follows: 

 A breath sound 
 Breath pressure: as before 
 Rotation: as before 
 Mouth shape:  

 A mouth whistle 
 Breath pressure: as before 
 Rotation: as before 
 Mouth shape:  

 An instrument whistle/sound 
 Breath pressure: as before 
 Rotation: a normal playing position 
 Mouth shape: halfway between a whistle tone shape and the shape required to produce a conventional tone 

The variable requirements for each sound from the violin, if not leading a transition, are as follows: 

 A bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm 
 Bow height: 1-2mm 
 Bow rotation: as before 
 Bow position: as before 

 The bow lightly on the string 
 Bow pressure: light 
 Bow rotation: as before 
 Bow position: as before 

 A high bow pressure 
 Bow pressure: high 
 Bow rotation: as before or the nearest safe position 
 Bow position: as before 

A map of the system for interaction appears on the following page. It must be memorised. No part of this performance material should appear on stage. 

The exception and the conditions for starting and ending the work are explained later. 
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flute

what sound is it?

what is being varied?

bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm

→ breath sound

bow lightly on the string

→ mouth whistle

high bow pressure

→ instrument whistle/sound

bow height/pressure

is the sound more continuous than mine?

yes → rotate

no → decrease breath pressure

bow rotation

is the sound louder than mine?

yes → change mouth shape

no → rotate

bow position

is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?

yes → change mouth shape

no → increase breath pressure 

the exception

oror

or or
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violin

what sound is it?

what is being varied?

breath sound

→ bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm

mouth whistle

→ bow lightly on the string

instrument whistle/sound

→ high bow pressure

breath pressure

is the sound more continuous than mine?

yes → change bow position

no → raise bow height/decrease bow pressure

rotation

is the sound louder than mine?

yes → lower bow height/increase bow pressure

no → rotate bow

mouth shape

is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?

yes → rotate bow

no → change bow position 

the exception

oror

or or
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3.9 The exception  

The circumstances that lead to the beginning and end of the exception are as follows: 

Flute 

 When you are playing a mouth whistle sound and reach a completely covered/closed position for the first time, change immediately to the ‘internal whistle’ sound 
on your first breath in. 

 The exception ends when the violinist reaches the nearest end of the string. 
 Then continue playing exactly as you were before the exception began. 
 The exception may only occur once per performance of this piece. 

Violin 

 The exception begins when you hear the ‘internal whistle’ sound from the flautist. 
 Maintain the same bow pressure as before 
 The exception ends when you reach the nearest end of the string 
 Then continue playing exactly as you were before the exception began. 
 The exception may only occur once per performance of this piece. 
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3.10 How to start and end the piece  

The flautist should start the piece with the following sound and variable states: 

 A breath sound 
 Breath pressure: the lowest possible breath pressure 

 Rotation: a completely open position  
 Mouth shape:  

The violinist should start the piece with the following sound and variable states: 

 A bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm 
 Bow height: 1-2mm 
 Bow rotation: a flat position 
 Bow position: on the bridge 

Both players should start at the same time. 

All possible sounds and their variables, including the exception, must be explored in one performance. There is no limit to the number of times a sound may be explored, 
though a rough balance between the three overall sounds in each part should be attained before ending the work. You may finish when these conditions have been satisfied 
according to your own perception, after non-verbal agreement with the other performer and perhaps when you no longer wish to ask questions! 

3.11 Final remarks 

Though incremental changes in each sound’s variables represent a linear element, all of the defined possibilities in this system for interaction can occur at any time. As you 
become more familiar with the system however, you will notice that depending on the starting pair of sounds and accumulated variable change, certain outcomes are more 
likely than others. Certain paths will be well trod, others not. Ultimately though, a great deal of unpredictability still remains. The nebulous character of the work is intended 
to encourage a constant active loop of listening and responding.  

It is very important that changes and modifications in sounds are perceived aurally, not visually. If you see a physical change but do not perceive one aurally, then wait. Listen 
and only respond when you hear a change. The performers may wish to angle themselves away from each other. Performances in darkness or semi-darkness are also possible. 
The work must be memorised after all.  

If it is necessary to amplify the work, the title of the piece should be changed to between (amplified), a piece with a similar but subtly different identity. Speakers should be as 
close to the instruments as possible. The volume level of the speakers should be very low. The audience should still have to strain to hear some of the quieter sounds. 
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Appendix – Summary   

Use this appendix in conjunction with the map of the system of interaction during the final stages of learning this work. At this stage, this appendix is intended to be a quick 
reference to help memorise a few of the more important points already covered and learnt in chapters one to three.  

 Both players should start at the same time. 
 Flute starts with a breath sound 

 Breath pressure: the lowest possible breath pressure 
 Rotation: a completely open position  
 Mouth shape:  

 Violin starts with a bow height of between 0.5 and 5 mm 
 Bow height: 1-2mm 
 Bow rotation: a flat position 
 Bow position: on the bridge 

 Breaths out should be as long as possible, breaths in should be very quick and as soft as possible. 
 Bow speed is generally very slow, use the whole bow and always start each bow at the tip (up bow). 
 Ask all questions as simultaneously as possible and as often as possible. 
 Transition between sounds promptly but smoothly and organically.   
 Adopt a conciliatory approach when resolving disputes over transitions between sounds. 
 The rate of change of a variable is glacial. Any change within a given sound’s variable from one extreme to another should occur over the equivalent of two breath 

lengths or two bow lengths. 
 When you reach one extreme of a variable, gradually head towards the other extreme. 
 Only ever change one variable at a time.  
 When swapping back to a variable that you incrementally changed in the past, pick up where you left off last time and resume your journey towards the appropriate 

extreme of that variable. 
 The flute starts the exception after both playing a mouth whistle sound and reaching a completely covered/closed position for the first time. The flautist plays an 

‘internal whistle’ on breaths in and a constricted back of the throat whistle on breaths out. 
 During the exception the violinist draws the bow towards the nearest end of the string on the flautist’s breaths in. On the flautist’s breaths out the violinist adds a 

small hint of down bow movement. The exception ends once the violinist reaches the nearest end of the string, then play as you were before the exception started. 
 The exception may only occur once per performance of this piece. 
 All possible sounds and their variables, including the exception, must be explored in one performance. A rough balance between the occurrences of the three overall 

sounds in each part should be attained before ending the work. You may finish when these conditions have been satisfied according to your own perception and with 
the non-verbal agreement of the other performer. 
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